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What is Buy Now, Pay Later?
Method to finance purchases initiated at the point of sale

▪ Purchase price broken up into multiple payments over longer duration

1

Installment

▪ Usually interest charged to consumer
▪ True underwriting
▪ Generally higher AOV (>$200)

▪ Purchase price broken up into multiple payments over short duration

2

Split pay

▪ No interest charged to consumer
▪ Light credit checks

▪ Generally lower AOV (<$200)
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BNPL is Becoming a Must Have for Retailers
BNLP drives revenue in a world of increasing e-commerce volume
Sales conversion

Revenue growth

Improved NPS

+80%

+70%

+60%

of retailers see improving
conversion and fewer cart
abandons

of retailers see expanding
AOV
and more purchases

of retailers see
improved customer
satisfaction
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Adoption at an Inflection Point
Penetration across top e-commerce merchants has tripled in <3 years
BNPL penetration at top 60 e-commerce merchants
(% of merchants that offer BNPL, 2018 v. 2020)

27%

7%

2018
Solutions in 2018 were all PayPal credit
Sources: Commerce Ventures analysis.

2020
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Consumers Want Credit Delivered in New Ways
Secular trends driving new consumer relationships with credit
Impact
Shift to
e-commerce

Declining appeal
(and value) of
traditional rewards

Familiarity with
alternative payment
methods

Younger consumers
have less access to
credit cards

19.0%
e-commerce as a % of
total U.S. retail sales

-5.7%
decline in average value
of card-linked points

23.7%
of U.S. consumers use
digital wallet for e-com

65%
of millennials have
credit scores <740

Implications
▪ Need for credit solutions embedded into the purchase flow
▪ Merchants to leverage financing to drive conversion
▪ Consumers not simply optimizing for card-linked rewards

▪ Purchase-by-purchase payment plans are appealing to consumers looking to better
manage tight budgets
▪ New checkout methods face lower barriers to adoption as familiarity with non-bank
payment brands has grown
▪ Consumers willing to try new products that provide a better experience – driven by
convenience, value, and choice
▪ New forms of financing needed for a large part of the population that does not have access to
traditional credit
▪ Ability to drive recurring behavior for new brands that benefit from lack of an embedded
payment preference
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BNPL is Challenging the Traditional Credit Paradigm
BNPL model exhibits network effects – just like credit cards in the early days
Key players

Customer interaction
Incent and capture
customer spend
across many
merchants

Presence in wallet
drives incremental
purchases for
merchant

Merchant Goals

Credit card

High marketing
spend to acquire
card customers

Co-brand

Acquire customers
through partner with
first sale linked to
partner product

Merchant captures
loyalty data for
marketing and
segmentation

Private Label
Card

Purchase at physical
merchant; upsell
credit post
transaction

Merchant captures
loyalty data for
marketing and
segmentation

Presence in wallet
drives incremental
purchases for
merchant

Drive repeat
purchases at the
merchant and
collect customer
data

BNPL

Credit offering
utilized during the
first purchase and
increases the
conversion rate

BNPL credentials
on file drives
conversion lift on
future purchases

Conversion rate on
other merchants
increases with BNPL
from same provider

Increase
conversion rate on
all purchases

Universal payment
acceptance
and credit

Marketing and
loyalty costs
subsidized by issuer
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Increasing Competition Across Models
Branded players look to capture high volume, lower value transactions

1

Direct-to-consumer

White labeled

(consumer-branded)

(partner-branded)

Challenger brand

Partner brand

Origination-based, installment payment

Origination-based, installment payment

Challenger brand

Partner brand

Card based, split payment

Card based, split payment

Higher AOV
(>$200)
True underwriting
Longer duration loans
Account-linked
2

Lower AOV
(<$200)
Light underwriting
Short term loans
Card-linked
Note: Average order value for Afterpay is $153
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Winner Could Become the Network of Tomorrow
BNPL branded players are locked in a battle for market share
Today

Tomorrow

Market
dynamic

Commodity product

Defensible branded network

Scale for any
single player

Millions of users
Thousands of merchants

Tens of millions of users
Hundreds of thousands of merchants

Customer
behavior

Customers trying for the first time some lift but not at scale

Repeat purchase advantage
Additional conversion lift to provider with largest network

Key
dynamics

Compete on price, battle for market share

Credential of record drives “winner takes all/most”

Industry
impact

Capture e-com volume of traditional retailers
Share shift from debit

Threat to issuers, networks, PayPal
Share shift from credit
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Requirements to Compete
Core requirements

Why does it matter

1

Embedded in the purchase flow

▪ Financing must be embedded early in the purchase journey to capture core benefits

2

Proven ability to provide a simple and
compelling user experience

▪ Critical to optimize conversion and reduce cart abandonment
▪ Efforts to provide multiple products less likely to succeed

3

Flexible underwriting models

▪ Need to provide a credit decision in real-time
▪ Support broad range of credit profiles (e.g., thin/ no-file)

4

Low friction to implement

▪ Ensure product can be rapidly implemented and scale across merchant sizes with
low effort, high standardization

5

Compete on price

▪ Commoditized product (in short term) will require solution providers to offer low
cost to ensure acceptance

6

Fund merchant incentives

▪ Solution providers are increasingly competing on incentives (e.g., payments to
merchants) in order differentiate
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Who Are We?

Bread is the leading technology provider of
eCommerce-focused
White-labeled

Pay-over-time solutions
for merchants and partners
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Who Are We?
We integrate throughout the online shopping journey and transform how consumers think about pricing.
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Who Are We?
We’re the leading white-labeled, merchant-focused player in the competitive space.
White-Labeled, Merchant Sales Technology

Consumer Brands

Installment Loans + SplitPay
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We Transform the End-to-End Consumer Shopping Journey
Shop
• Clear upstream messaging transforms
pricing early in the shopping journey
• Embedded, white label experience drives
conversion

Apply
• Simple, real-time credit application

with soft credit check
• Only require DOB, last four of SSN and
standard checkout information

Repay
• Transparent brand handoff provides
seamless servicing experience
• Simple consumer experience with easy
“set it and forget it” repayment
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We Provide Easy-to-Use Merchant-Facing Technology
Seamless
Integration

Deep Analytical
Capabilities

Vast Merchant
Support Capabilities

API and ecommerce platform
integrations. White label integrations are
just as easy as branded financing
integrations

Our data-first first approach allows
partners and merchants to uncover upto-the-minute insights

Dedicated support teams and easy
tools to seamlessly manage
transactions, create carts, retarget
consumers, and drive additional
conversions
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Our Fully Customizable Product Suite to Meet Consumer,
Merchant and Partner Needs
For Consumers
Broad product offerings provide flexibility that
fit individual needs. Transparent APRs prior to
checkout and NO LATE FEES.
For Merchants
Products offered without redirecting the
consumer from your site. Transparent MDR
with NO FIXED FEES.
For Partners
Ability to tailor decisioning and adjust payment
product offerings, including own products
(PLCC, etc.)
($50-500)

($1,000+)
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We Deliver the Right Payment Solutions to Consumers
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White Label Financing - Real Life Example
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What Does Bread Drive For Merchants?

70%

61%

15%

25%

AOV
Lift

Sales
Lift

Cart Abandonment
Reduction

Transformed consumer behaviour with
70%+ of customers prequalifying for
financing upstream prior to checkout

20%

Up to 20% increase in conversion
when switching from branded
Financing
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Welcome to the

Payment
Revolution
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Our Mission

To empower consumers with simple,
transparent, and financially responsible
payment tools that they can use
anywhere.

Oct 2020

The fastest growing
buy now, pay later company

Quadpay
transaction
growth
JAN 2020

JAN 2018

Partnerships

35k+

500+

Merchants

Employees

5M+

7

Customers

Global markets

$4B+

Z1P

Annual TTV

ASX listed

How Quadpay Works: Consumer

Customers pay in 4
installments spread over
6 weeks, interest free.
$200

Customer splits a payment in 4, online or in-store

at Fashion Nova
Your Installment plan

Zero interest, no hard credit check, no SSN
required for account opening

Quadpay pays you today, and we absorb all risk,
fraud, and payback liability
Equal installments of 25% are automatically deducted
from the customer’s linked
debit or credit card every 14 days.

$50

$50

$50

$50

TODAY

IN 2 WEEKS

IN 4 WEEKS

IN 6 WEEKS

A growing, highly relevant customer base
TTV Per Generation

Our Customer Profile
Age Millennials (esp 25-39)
Gender Skews female (~65%)
Education College + professionals
Marital Status Single or partnered without
kids

Financial Profile
Avg AOV Per Generation

$60-$90k average household income
82% use a debit card as their
preferred payment
Carry student loans & financially responsible

How Quadpay Works:
Merchants

MERCHANT

CUSTOMER

100%

25%

Purchase
date

$200

$50

Week 2

_

25%

Today
The customer walks out with your product at
the time of purchase.
Equal installments of 25% are automatically
deducted from the customer’s linked debit or
credit card every 14 days.

$50

Week 4

_

25%
$50

Week 6

_

25%
$50

How Quadpay can benefit merchants
Quadpay’s partner merchants enjoy higher AOV and conversion, more
repeat purchases, and immediate payment.

20%
Increase in
conversion and
topline sales

60%

80%
20%

Increase in AOV
Sales processed
through Quadpay

Increase in repeat
customer rate

Merchant ROI example
Regular Transactions +

Revenue:
Gross Profit @ 50% GP:
QuadPay Fees:

Gross Profit:

Gross Profit
with QuadPay:

Quadpay Transactions

10 x $100 AoV

$120 AoV (+20% lift)

$1,000

$120 (+12% Revenue)

$500

$60

$0

($3.60)

$500

$56.40

$556.40 (+11% GP)

Online Journey

We offer a
simple, frictionless, online
ecommerce solution on
the product page
Our checkout integration blends perfectly
with our merchants’ designs.

$168.00 USD
or 4 payments of $43.00 by

Online Journey

A low friction,
pre filled,
and transparent checkout.

In-Store Journey

Elevate your omnichannel customer
experience by launching Quadpay instore
+

Seamless solution leveraging existing POS technology

and the Quadpay App

+

No code changes or integrations with POS systems

required

+

Instant approvals and easy in-store returns

+

Supports Apple Pay & Google Pay

In-Store Journey

Seamless in-store experience to payment

200
200

$200

$50.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

To make a purchase
scan QR code in-store

Download
the app

Allocate your budget

Confirm your
installments

Add to Apple
Wallet

Seamlessly Integrate Quadpay
Use a few lines of javascript code or one of our
eCommerce platform plugins.

No order, charge or refund API integrations required.

“$2B+ retailer goes live

with Quadpay in 10
days”
Works with existing payment gateways.

Launched Quadpay with one week of
development work and a few days of
testing--no back-end changes needed

Supports all existing order management systems and
fulfillment processes.

+ Conversion rate increase averages 10%
in week one
+ Immediate 50% increase in AOV

Co-Marketing

The Quadpay universe reaches millions
of consumers daily

Quadpay.com

App

1MM+ Unique
Visits per month

3MM+ App
installs

1.8MM+
pageviews

1MM+ monthly
users

Push
Notifications
700k
reachable users

Email

Social

4MM+
consumers
reachable
per week

5MM+ monthly
impressions

Editorial
Features
200k+
monthly views

Press Releases
440M
impressions in
September

QUESTION AND ANSWER
Please submit questions for the presenters in the
Questions dropdown of the GoToWebinar control panel
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THANK YOU!
Next Webinar:
Exploring the MAG Learning Center
Wednesday, January 13th, 2021 | 12:00pm CT
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